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We present a thorough study of doping dependent magnetic hysteresis and relaxation characteristics in single
crystals of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (0.18  x  1). The critical current density Jc reaches maximum in the underdoped
sample x = 0.26 and then decreases in the optimally doped and overdoped samples. Meanwhile, the magnetic
relaxation rate S rapidly increases and the flux creep activation barrier U0 sharply decreases in the overdoped
sample x = 0.70. These results suggest that vortex pinning is very strong in the underdoped regime, but it is greatly
reduced in the optimally doped and overdoped regime. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements
reveal the existence of dislocations and inclusions in all three studied samples x = 0.38, 0.46, and 0.65. An
investigation of the paramagnetic Meissner effect (PME) suggests that spatial variations in Tc become small in
the samples x = 0.43 and 0.46, slightly above the optimal doping levels. Our results support that two types of
pinning sources dominate the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 crystals: (i) strong δl pinning, which results from the fluctuations
in the mean free path l and δTc pinning from the spatial variations in Tc in the underdoped regime, and (ii) weak
δTc pinning in the optimally doped and overdoped regime.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.054511
I. INTRODUCTION
The studies of vortex dynamics revealed many interesting
phenomena in the iron pnictide superconductors. Because of
the availability of large and high-quality single crystals, the
most research has been done on 122-type superconductors
with ThCr2Si2 structure. Similar to high-Tc cuprate super-
conductors, a pronounced second magnetization peak (SMP)
was observed in magnetization hysteresis loops (MHLs) of
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 [1–6], Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [3,6,7–13], and
BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 [6,14,15]. One of the striking features that
distinguish iron pnictide superconductors from high-Tc cuprate
superconductors is the observation of a strongly disordered
vortex structure in iron pnictide superconductors by Bitter
decoration [16–22], scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
[23,24], magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [25], and small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements [17,18,26,27].
Although long-range ordered vortex lattice (VL) was not
observed yet, the so-called Bragg glass may exist, which is
a glass but nearly as ordered as a perfect crystal. An ordered
vortex structure was observed in an area of 130 × 50 nm2 in
optimally doped Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 by STM measurement [28].
With a large Ba0.64K0.36Fe2As2 single crystal, SANS mea-
surement observed Bragg peaks corresponding to a long-range
ordered triangular lattice below H = 0.75 T. With increasing
magnetic field above 0.75 T, diffraction spots smeared and
gave the characteristic pattern of circles from a polycrystalline
structure, which was interpreted as a vortex order-disorder
*Corresponding author: yliu@ameslab.gov
transition associated with the appearance of SMP in MHLs
[29]. In optimally doped BaFe2(As0.67P0.33)2 single crystals,
hexagonal VL was formed in the field range from 1 to 16 T
revealed by SANS measurement, and no symmetry changes in
the VL were observed [30]. In KFe2As2 single crystals, a well-
ordered hexagonal VL was observed by SANS measurement,
with no symmetry transitions up to high fields [31–32].
The disordered VL structure is directly related to a random
distribution of pinning potential, implying the pinning mecha-
nisms of iron pnictide superconductors. A pinning potential
U0 as high as 104 K was reported in a Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2
single crystal, which was obtained by analyzing the magnetic-
field induced broadening of the resistive transition [33]. In a
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 single crystal, the scaling of vortex pinning
force Fp curves leads to a symmetric peak centered at the
reduced field h ∼ 0.45, which was interpreted as a result of
an inhomogeneous distribution of cobalt ions [8]. Van der
Beek et al. suggested the existence of two types of pinning
sources: (i) strong pinning resulting from the heterogeneity
on the scale of a few dozen to 100 nm; (ii) weak collective
pinning resulting from a disorder at the atomic scale induced
by the dopant atoms [34–36]. Through an analysis of the
vortex interaction energy and pinning force distributions ex-
tracted from Bitter decoration images for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
and BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 single crystals, the disordered VL was
suggested to result from an inhomogeneous distribution of the
dopant atoms on the scale of several dozen to several hundred
nanometers [21,22]. Furthermore, it was suggested that the
disordered VL is established at a high freezing temperature Tf
at Tf = 0.95Tc for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and Tf ≈ 0.87Tc for
BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 [21,22].
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TABLE I. Critical transition temperature Tc (onset) of
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals and transition width Tc. Tc
(onset) is defined as the temperature where susceptibility data χ (T)
show a diamagnetic drop, while Tc corresponds to the temperature
difference where χ (T) drops from 10% to 90%.
K content x 0.18 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.32 0.38 0.43
Tc (onset) (K) 11.5 22.6 26.6 31.1 34.6 37.5 38.6 38.4
Tc(K) 1.6 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.6
0.46 0.51 0.62 0.64 0.70 0.77 0.91 1
37.9 34.0 25.8 23.8 18.3 15.8 7.3 3.5
0.8 0.8 0.9 1.4 1.1 3 0.7 0.5
In this study, high-quality single crystals of
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 were measured as a function of magnetic
field H, time t , and temperature T in a wide doping range
0.18  x  1. We find that the SMP disappears in the
samples x = 0.43 and 0.46. Furthermore, these samples show
reversible magnetization in a broad temperature range for
the zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) curves
in the temperature-dependent magnetization measurements,
whereas the paramagnetic Meissner effect (PME) is observed
in other samples. The decay of magnetization nearly follows
a power-law time dependence in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single
crystals. The logarithmic dependence of the activation energy
U on the critical current J is deduced. We then discuss the
possible pinning mechanisms in the samples.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The details of growth of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals
can be found in Refs. [37,38]. For magnetization measure-
ments, the large crystals were cut into small plates with typical
dimensions of 3 × 2 × 0.02 mm3 using razor blade. It
should be pointed out that the superconducting transition tem-
perature Tc spans several degrees of Kelvin for the measured
crystals cleaved from one large crystal, which manifests a
macroinhomogeneity in the large crystals. Only those crystals
showing sharp transition were selected for this study; see
Table I and Fig. 1 in Ref. [39]. All the observed features and
physical properties are reproducible through the measurements
on eighty samples.
Magnetization measurements were performed on vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) in Physical Property Measure-
ment System (PPMS, Quantum Design). The data were col-
lected after cooling the sample from above Tc to the desired
temperature under zero magnetic field or with an application of
magnetic field, termed as ZFC and FC, respectively. The MHLs
were measured at different temperatures in ZFC procedure.
The magnetic field H was applied parallel to the c axis (H ‖
c), i.e., perpendicular to the surface of the thin plates. The
magnetic field H was ramped at a sweep rate of 1 × 10−3 T/s
between −9 and +9 T.
For magnetic relaxation measurements, the sample was
cooled down to the measurement temperature in ZFC proce-
dure. The magnetic field H was then increased to the desired
field at a rate of 1 × 10−3 T/s. After the field was ramped
to the desired field, the superconducting coil was changed to
a persistent mode and the time dependence of magnetization,
M versus t curve, was immediately recorded over a period of
1 × 104 seconds.
Temperature-dependent magnetization data were recorded
in both ZFC and FC procedures. The sample was cooled down
to 2 K from above Tc in zero applied magnetic field, and M(T)
data were then collected on warming at 1 K/min under an
applied field H. The sample was cooled down to 2 K under the
same field, and then the FC data were collected on warming at
same ramping rate.
The crystal structure analysis by x-ray diffraction can be
found in our previous reports [38,40]. The composition of the
crystals was determined by using wavelength dispersion x-ray
spectroscopy (WDS) of electron microprobe analysis.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) samples were
prepared using an FEI Helios Focused Ion Beam (FIB).
TEM characterization was performed on a probe aberration-
corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (AC-
STEM) (FEI Titan Themis) with a Super-X energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Second magnetization peak and scaling relation of pinning
force density
Figure 1 shows the superconducting transition curves of
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.24, 0.38, 0.43, 0.51, 0.70, and 0.91)
FIG. 1. Superconducting transition curves and typical magneti-
zation hysteresis loops (MHLs) of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals
(a) x = 0.24, (b) 0.38, (c) 0.43, (d) 0.51, and (e) 0.70 at a reduced
temperature T/Tc ∼ 0.9, and (f) x = 0.91 at T/Tc ∼ 0.75.
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single crystals and their MHLs at the reduced temperatures
T/Tc ∼ 0.9 and 0.75 (sample x = 0.91). The sharp supercon-
ducting transitions demonstrate that high-quality crystals were
used in this study. The MHLs of the samples 0.18  x  0.70
display a rather symmetric shape for the upper (M+) and
lower (M−) branches, which suggests dominant bulk pinning
in these samples [41,42]. All of MHLs exhibit a sharp central
peak at around H = 0 T. With increasing field, magnetization
curves pass through a minimum at a field Hon. Above Hon,
magnetization continuously increases and reaches maximum
at a field Hsp, the so-called SMP named after the low-field
peak at H = 0. With further increasing field, magnetization
starts to decrease. The irreversible magnetization ends at an
irreversibility field Hirr , where the upper and lower branches
of the MHLs merge together with further increasing field. Inter-
estingly, the SMP disappears in the samples x = 0.43 and 0.46.
It should be pointed out that Song et al. had reported the doping
dependence of critical current density Jc of (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2
single crystals within the doping range 0.23  x  0.52,
which was determined by the MHL measurements [5,6]. In
Song et al.’s samples, SMP is absent in the doping range 0.36 
x  0.50 [5,6]. The two results are qualitatively consistent
with each other. Similar results obtained in two independent
works strongly suggest that the absence of SMP is an intrinsic
phenomenon in the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 system. We find that
the SMP reappears in the MHLs for the samples 0.51  x 
0.64. For the samples in the doping range 0.70  x  0.91,
the SMP is observed at the high-field region close to Hirr .
The asymmetric MHLs suggest that the surface pinning and
geometrical barrier dominate instead of bulk pinning [41,42].
For the pure KFe2As2 sample, there is no SMP observed in the
asymmetric MHLs (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [39]).
In the underdoped and optimally doped samples 0.18 
x  0.38 and overdoped samples 0.51  x  0.64, the SMP
is featured as a broad peak positioned in the intermediate field
away fromHc2. It is necessary to distinguish the high-field peak
observed in the example x = 0.70 from the SMP observed in
lower doping samples. In conventional superconductors, the
SMP is positioned in the vicinity of the upper critical field
Hc2 and the MHLs exhibit a narrow width in a wide field
region before the SMP shows up, termed as a peak effect (PE);
see an example of Nb3Sn superconductor in Ref. [43]. It is
generally accepted that PE in conventional superconductors
signals a rapid softening of the elastic moduli of the VL as Hc2
is approached, which in turn can get distorted vortices pinned
more strongly by pinning centers and lead to a sharp rise in
the critical current [44]. Interestingly, the transformation from
SMP to PE was also observed in the BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 system
with increasing P doping x [6,14].
In order to explore the vortex pinning mechanisms, the
critical current density Jc has been calculated from the width of
the MHLs using the Bean model Jc = 20M/[w(1 − w/3l)],
where M is in units of emu/cm3, l is the length, and w is the
width of the sample (w < l) [45]. Figure 2 shows the double-
logarithmic plots of field dependence of Jc for the samples x =
0.18, 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, 0.38, 0.43, 0.46, 0.51, 0.64, 0.70, 0.77,
and 0.91. For the samples x = 0.24, 0.28, 0.32, and 0.38, Jc
slightly decreases with increasing field in the low-field regime
H < 0.5 T and exhibits the form of a plateau. With further
increasing field, Jc decreases, which can be described by a
power-law Jc ∝ H−n. The power-law dependence terminates
at the onset position Hon of the SMP. The exponent n varies
from 0.44 to 0.63 with increasing doping. Van der Beek et al.
suggested that Jc in iron pnictides consists of two parts: (i)
strong pinning gives rise to the low-field peak (the plateau)
and the power-law dependence of Jc(H), which results from
the spatial variations of the average dopant atom density on a
scale of dozens of nanometers; and (ii) weak collective pinning
is field-independent and leads to the formation of SMP, where
the dopant atoms were treated as point defects [34–36]. For the
samples x = 0.43 and 0.46, Jc continuously decreases and no
SMP is observed. For the samples x = 0.51 and 0.64, the SMP
reappears. With x exceeding 0.70, the SMP changes to PE. In
the heavily K-doped sample x = 0.91, the PE is discernible but
very weak. We notice that the exponent n becomes large with
increasing doping, up to 0.78 in the sample x = 0.91. Starting
from the sample x = 0.43, the plateau shrinks and it eventually
vanishes above x = 0.64. These features suggest that vortex
pinning is strong in the underdoped regime but becomes weak
in the overdoped regime, which implies different pinning
mechanisms in different doping regimes.
The pinning force density Fp is equal to the critical value
of the Lorentz force Fp = Jc × H . There is a maximum F maxp
in the plot of Fp versus H. For type-II superconductors, it was
shown that the normalized pinning force f = Fp/F maxp as a
function of reduced field h = H/Hc2 obeys a scaling relation,
i.e., f = Ahp(1 − h)q , where A is a prefactor, p and q are
the exponents that describe the actual pinning mechanism
[46–48]. If a single vortex pinning mechanism dominates,
the plots of f versus h at different temperatures will fall on
a single curve for a given sample. The peak position h as
well as the extracted fitting parameters p and q have been
used to judge the types of pinning centers in iron pnictide
superconductors [1,3,5,6,8,14]. Here, the parameter Hc2 has
been replaced by the irreversibility field Hirr . In this study,
Hirr is defined with the criterion Jc = 10 A/cm2, where the
hysteresis width M decreases to a noise level.
Figure 3 shows the plots of the normalized pinning force
Fp/F
max
p vs the reduced applied magnetic field h = H/Hirr for
the samples x = 0.18, 0.24, 0.38, 0.43, 0.46, 0.51, 0.64, and
0.70. For the sample x = 0.18, the peak position gradually
shifts from 0.28 at T = 6 K to 0.13 at T = 9 K. For the
sample x = 0.24, h values shift from 0.30 at T = 22 K to
0.21 at T = 25.5 K. It can be seen that h values of the sample
x = 0.18 show a large shift compared to the sample x = 0.24
in the same temperature window T ∼ 3 K below Tc. With
increasing doping levels, the volume fraction of antiferromag-
netic (AFM) ordered phase is supposed to be reduced while
the volume fraction of the superconducting phase increases
in the underdoped regime [49,50]. The sample x = 0.18 is
therefore characteristic of stronger phase separation, compared
to the sample x = 0.24. At low temperatures, a part of AFM
phase could become a weak superconducting regime due to
the proximity effect. With increasing temperature or magnetic
field, the superconductivity of this area will be suppressed and
become normal state. Therefore the large shift of the peak
position in the samples x = 0.18 should be related to the
phase separation. For the optimally doped sample x = 0.38,
the Fp/F maxp versus h = H/Hirr curves overlap well within the
temperature window T = 2 K belowTc. A symmetric peak is
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FIG. 2. Log-log plots of the field dependence of the critical current density Jc calculated by the Bean model for the samples (a) x = 0.18,
(b) 0.24, (c) 0.28, (d) 0.32, (e) 0.38, (f) 0.43, (g) 0.46, (h) 0.51, (i) 0.64, (j) 0.70, (k) 0.77, and (l) 0.91. Red dashed lines indicate a power-law
dependence of Jc.
centered at h = 0.48. Usually, if only one pinning mechanism
operates at all temperatures and fields, the pinning force Fp can
be scaled on one curve. In a previous study, the peak positions
are found at h ∼ 0.39, 0.46, and 0.56 for x = 0.23, 0.30, and
0.33 in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals, respectively, where
the authors defined the irreversibility field Hirr by a criterion
of Jc < 100 A/cm2 [6]. A small Hirr will lead to a large
h = H/Hirr when plotting the scaling relation Fp/F maxp vs
h = H/Hirr . Both studies demonstrate that the peak positions
shift from low to high h with increasing doping x.
As shown in Fig. 1(c), the SMP disappears in the sample
x = 0.43. The MHLs at different temperatures for the samples
x = 0.43 and 0.46 can be found in Fig. 2 in Ref. [39]. The Fp
scaling for the samplesx = 0.43 and 0.46 is shown in Figs. 3(d)
and 3(e), respectively. There is one sharp peak at the reduced
field h ∼ 0.1 (H ∼ 0.5 T). As can be seen in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g),
the field dependence of Jc changes slope at H ∼ 0.5–1 T and
T = 35–36 K. Above this field, Jc rapidly decreases, which
gives rise to a maximum in the plot of Fp = Jc × H . It is not
the normal SMP as we discuss in the other samples. The SMP
reappears in the overdoped samples x = 0.51. The h values
fluctuate between 0.32 < h < 0.37 in a temperature window
T = 3 K below Tc. For the samples x = 0.64, we can see
that the peak shifts towards the low-h region with increasing
temperature. For the sample x = 0.70, the PE is observed and
h reaches 0.9 at T = 12 K. It should be pointed out that a
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FIG. 3. The normalized pinning force density Fp/F maxp against
the reduced field h = H/Hirr for the (a) x = 0.18, (b) 0.24, (c) 0.38,
(d) 0.43, (e) 0. 46, (f) 0.51, (g) 0.64, and (h) 0.70. The arrows indicate
the peak position.
large magnetic relaxation rate is observed in the optimal and
overdoped samples, which has a significant influence on the
shape of the MHLs. Technically, it is difficult to attain the
magnetization very close to t = 0. The magnetic relaxation
rate increases with increasing temperature. The peak field Hsp
of the SMPs and irreversibility field Hirr are highly affected
by the relaxation rate. The scaling of Fp will be not suitable
any more. It is a possible explanation on the failure of the Fp
scaling for the samples x = 0.64 and 0.70.
In Fig. 4(a), Jc are plotted against reduced temperature T/Tc
at a fixed field H = 0.5 T for all the samples x = 0.18, 0.22,
0.24, 0.26, 0.28, 0.32, 0.38, 0.43, 0.46, 0.51, 0.64, 0.70, 0.77,
and 0.91. Figure 4(b) shows the doping dependentJc atT/Tc =
0.20, 0.52, and 0.80. It can be seen that Jc reach maximum at
around x = 0.26. This doping is exactly located at the bound-
ary of two doping regimes in the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 phase
diagram, where the AFM transition line coupled with tetrag-
onal to orthorhombic structure transition terminates [49,50].
A similar feature had been observed in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2,
where the presence of fine orthorhombic structure domains
leads to the Jc maximum [10]. The orthorhombic structure
domains have been directly observed in the parent compounds
and underdoped samples by using polarized light microscopy
[10,51–53]. In the previous studies on (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2, high
FIG. 4. (a) The critical current density Jc is extracted at H =
0.5 T and plotted as a function of the reduced temperature T/Tc for
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 crystals. (b) Jc values are further extracted at the
different reduced temperatures T/Tc = 0.20, 0.52, and 0.80. The
doping dependence of Jc is plotted, which illustrates that Jc reaches
maximum at around x = 0.26. The arrow indicates a local minimum
at x = 0.46.
Jc were observed between 0.25  x  0.30, and Jc exceed
105A/cm2 at T = 25 K and H = 6 T for x = 0.30 [5,6]. To
identify the origin of strong pinning at the boundary is the key
to understand the pinning mechanisms and formation of SMP
in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals.
B. Microstructural features
The relation between microstructures, the properties of the
VL, and critical currents have been the heart of the matter
on the study of vortex dynamics [46–48]. The defects in
the crystals are thought to have a strong influence on the
pinning behavior and the shape of the magnetization curve.
Compared to the intensive studies on the magnetic properties,
only a few works have been done on the microstructures
of iron pnictide superconductors. The structure domains in
the parent compounds AFe2As2 (A = Sr and Ca) had been
analyzed by TEM from room temperature down to 20 K [54].
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
analysis of a Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2 crystal indicates no noticeable
crystal defects that can act as pinning centers [33]. Defects
with a size of 5–10 nm, possibly secondary phase precipitates,
were observed in single crystalline PrFeAsO1−y [34]. It was
found that Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin films can accept a very
high density of pins (15–20 vol%) without Tc suppression
[55]. The vertically aligned, self-assembled pins were clarified
as BaFeO2 nanorods and nanoparticles in a diameter of
054511-5
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FIG. 5. (a) Dislocations observed in the sample x = 0.38. (b) A
needlelike inclusion is observed along [100] zone axis, indicated in the
red frame. (c) Higher magnification image of the needlelike inclusion.
(d) Coherent growth of crystal lattice at the end of needlelike
inclusion. HR-STEM images taken along (e) [001] and (f) [100] zone
axis, respectively, for the sample x = 0.38. HR-STEM image along
[100] zone axis reveals the undulation of the FeAs layers in the sample.
4–5 nm. The oxygen could be introduced when synthesizing
the targets [55]. In order to clarify the pinning sources in
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals, we performed TEM mea-
surements on the samples x = 0.38, 0.43, 0.46, and 0.65.
Figure 5 shows TEM results of sample x = 0.38, which is
characteristic of the SMP. Figure 5(a) shows dislocations in
a low-magnification TEM image taken along the [001] zone
axis. Observations were also performed perpendicular to the c
axis. Figure 5(b) shows some needlelike inclusions observed
along the [100] zone axis. This needlelike inclusion is nearly
500 nm long perpendicular to the c axis and ∼15 nm thick
along the c axis. The light area at the end of the needlelike
inclusion is grown coherently with the matrix, as shown in
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). EDS analysis reveals the inclusion is FeAs
rich with less Ba and K elements compared to the matrix. The
formation of the inclusion can be explained by the fast growth
of crystals during the cooling process such that some flux
materials were still kept in the crystals. Figures 5(e) and 5(f)
FIG. 6. (a) Dislocations in the sample x = 0.46. (b) A needlelike
inclusion is found in the cross section obtained by using FIB for
the sample x = 0.46. The length is ∼30 nm. (c) HR-STEM image
along [100] zone axis displays the undulation of the FeAs layers in
the sample x = 0.46. (d) Selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern of the sample x = 0.46 along [100] zone axis. (e) HR-STEM
image along [100] zone axis for the sample x = 0.65. (f) The
needlelike inclusion is also found in the sample x = 0.65.
show high-resolution high-angle-annular-dark-field (HAADF)
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of
sample x = 0.38 along [001] and [100] zone axis. The B/K
and FeAs layers are clearly discerned and no visible defects
are found at the atomic level.
Figure 6(a) shows dislocations observed in the sample
x = 0.46. Needlelike inclusion is also observed in this sample,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). However, the length of the needlelike
inclusion is ∼30 nm, which is much shorter than that observed
in the sample x = 0.38. Figure 6(c) shows HR-STEM image of
sample x = 0.46 along [100] zone axis. The uniform contrast
in the Ba/K atomic sites indicates a uniform mixing of Ba
and K without ordering. The similar feature is also observed
in the sample x = 0.43 (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [39]). Figure 6(d)
shows the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern
along [100] zone axis. There are no superlattice diffraction
spots observed in the SAED pattern, which further proves that
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FIG. 7. [(a) and (b)] Double-logarithmic plots of the time depen-
dence of magnetization at different fields at T = 20 K for the sample
x = 0.24. The red dashed lines indicate the power-law dependence.
(c) The MHL at T = 20 K shows an SMP at Hsp = 2.7 T. The empty
circles represent the magnetization decay data during a period of
1 × 104 seconds. It can be seen that the SMP shifts to H ′sp = 2 T,
indicated by an arrow. The relaxation rate S shows a minimum at
Smin = 1.5 T. Blue solid line is guide to the eye. (d) The plots of
−T ln|dM/dt | vs |M|, which equals an activation energy U vs J
relation. The slope of activation energy U changes at the H ′sp = 2,
which signifies a crossover from elastic to plastic creep.
Ba and K elements do not form ordered structure. Figures 6(e)
and 6(f) show an HR-STEM image of sample x = 0.65 along
the [100] zone axis. Again, the needlelike inclusion is observed,
as shown in Fig. 6(f). As a result, this sparse extended defect
may contribute little to the formation of SMP, but dense defects
could work.
C. Magnetic relaxation
Dynamic properties of the flux motion are investi-
gated through the magnetic relaxation measurements on
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.24, 0.32, 0.43, 0.62, and 0.70) single
crystals. In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we show the double-logarithmic
plots of |M| versus t at different fields and at T = 20 K for the
sample x = 0.24. As can be seen, ln|M| nearly follows a linear
dependence on lnt after the first 1 × 102 seconds. Figure 7(c)
shows the MHL together with the magnetic relaxation data
shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), both measured at T = 20 K. One
can see that the SMP shifts from 2.7 T to 2 T after 1 × 104
seconds. The relaxation rate S has been defined as the logarith-
mic time derivative of the magnetization S = −dln|M|/dlnt
[56]. It is found that S shows a minimum at Smin = 1.5 T. At
H = 9 T, the magnetization rapidly relaxes to its equilibrium
value. Figure 7(d) shows the plots of −T ln|dM/dt | against
M, which equals the plots of activation energy U versus J
relation. The slope of the curves changes at H = 2 T. The
FIG. 8. (a) The decay of magnetization at different temperatures
at H = 0.5 T for the sample x = 0.24. (b) The temperature depen-
dence of relaxation rate S at a fixed fieldH = 0.5 T shows a broad peak
at aroundT = 10 K. Solid line is guide to the eye. (c) Semilogarithmic
plot of the current density dependence of the activation energy U at
H = 0.5 T. The solid line corresponds to the linear fitting with Eq. (5).
analysis of field dependent relaxation data indicates a crossover
of relaxation dynamics with increasing field across the SMP.
Similar results had been reported in YBa2Cu3O7−δ [57],
Ba(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 [9], and Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2 [4], which
had been interpreted as a crossover from elastic to plastic
creep [4,9,57]. In the field range H < Hsp, the vortex pinning
is mainly determined by the collective pinning resulted from
weak point defects. The activation energy U increases with
field for elastic creep, while it decreases with field for plastic
creep. The creep is governed by a mechanism that has a lower
potential. As field exceeds Hsp, the plastic creep dominates
and vortices are primarily pinned by extended defects such
as dislocations [57,58]. Interestingly, the relaxation rate S(H)
is featureless over the field range associated with the SMP in
BaFe1.82Ni0.18As2 with Tc = 8 K [59]. It should be pointed
out that the SMP was observed at temperatures below Tc/2
and vanished at higher temperatures in an inhomogeneous
Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2 single crystal, where Tc ranges from 22 to
28 K [60]. It was found that the crossover from collective to
plastic pinning observed in the SMP disappears above 12 K
with plastic pinning replacing collective pinning [60]. In this
study, the sample x = 0.24 shows Tc at 26.6 K and the SMP
is clearly seen up to T = 24 K (see Fig. 2(c) in Ref. [39]).
Figure 8(a) shows the magnetic relaxation data collected at
different temperatures and at H = 0.5 T. The relaxation rate
S was calculated and shown in Fig. 8(b). One can see that S
does not show a monotonic change with varying temperature.
It reaches a maximum at around T = 10 K, and then decreases
with further increasing temperature. A broad peak in S(T) curve
was also observed in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single crystals [9,12].
It is well known that the logarithmic decay of magnetic
relaxation can be interpreted within the framework of the
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Anderson-Kim flux creep model, where the activation energy
U is linearly dependent on current density J [56,61]. For the
nonlogarithmic decay observed in high-Tc superconductors,
the collective pinning theory was proposed. Feigel’man et al.
[62,63] considered collective pinning by weak disorder caused
by a random distribution of weak defects and showed that
the activation energy exhibits a power-law dependence on the
current density,
U (J ) = U0(Jc/J )μ. (1)
Equation (1) was often modified into its interpolation form,
U (J ) = U0[(Jc/J )μ − 1]. (2)
The magnetization decay was described by the interpolation
formula [62,64,65]
J (T ,t) = Jc
[
1 + μkT
U0
ln
(
t
t0
)]− 1
μ
, (3)
where Jc is the critical current density at which the flux creep
activation barrier U vanishes, and t0 is a microscopic time
scale. In the collective creep model the exponent μ depends
on the dimensionality of the system and the field and current
regime. For the three-dimensional case, at low temperatures
and moderate magnetic fields but relatively high currents,
single vortex creep is described with μ = 1/7. In the single
vortex creep limit, i.e., μ→0, the magnetization decay can be
described by the power law [66]
J (t) = Jc(t/t0)−T/U0 . (4)
By assuming the creep activation barrier U grows logarith-
mically with decreasing current J,
U (J ) = U0ln
(
Jc
J
)
, (5)
Vinokur et al. proposed an exact solution describing flux
creep in high-Tc superconductors and predicted that lnM(t)
exhibits a linear dependence upon lnt [66]. The logarithmic
J dependence provides a good approximation for the creep
activation barrier in the single-vortex creep regime.
Since we observed that the magnetization M follows the
power-law dependence on time t , it is expected that U(J)
also follows Eq. (5) in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals. The
method proposed by Maley et al. [67] was frequently used
to determine the form of the temperature dependence of the
activation energy U. Briefly, magnetic relaxation in super-
conductors is based on an Arrhenius rate equation dM/dt ∝
exp(−U/kBT ), where U is effective activation energy. A
rearrangement leads to
U = −kBT
[
ln
(
dM
dt
)
− C
]
. (6)
Here, C is a temperature-independent constant, which is
used as a fitting parameter. The determination of parameter
C requires that U is a continuous and smooth function of J.
Since M is proportional to the superconducting current density,
J, the activation energy U is usually plotted in the form of
U versus M. For the sample x = 0.24, the parameter C = 40
yields a continuous and smooth curve, as shown in Fig. 8(c).
In the previous studies, the parameters C = 40, 27, and 14
FIG. 9. The MHLs together with magnetic relaxation data at (a)
T = 20 and (b) 33 K for the sample x = 0.32. The relaxation rate S
shows a kink where the MHL has an onset peak. (c) The temperature
dependence of relaxation rate S at a fixed field H = 0.5 T shows a
broad peak at around T = 14 K. (d) The current density dependent U
at H = 0.5 T fitted by Eq. (5).
had been used in Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2 [60], Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2
[4], and BaFe1.82Ni0.18As2 [59] single crystals, respectively.
In order to get the smooth U(M) curves, the activation energy
U had been modified by using a scaling function g(T/Tc) =
[1 − (T/Tc)1.5] [4,59,60]. In this work, the parameter C = 40
works well and all the segments collected within a broad
temperature range can collapse into one single curve. As shown
in Fig. 8(c), U(J) relation can be well described by Eq. (5). In an
early report, Konczykowski et al. found that the U(J) relation
in their Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 single crystals follows Eq. (1) with
μ ∼ 0.8 [68].
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the MHLs together with re-
laxation data obtained in the sample x = 0.32 at T = 20 and
33 K, respectively. In Fig. 9(a), MHL shows an onset peak at
Hon, where the magnetization passes through the minimum and
rapidly increases. This onset peak shifts towards a low field
region and vanishes with increasing temperature. It already
disappears in the MHL measured at T = 33 K; see Fig. 9(b).
With increasing field, the relaxation rate S monotonously
reduces but shows a kink at the field close to Hon. At T = 33 K,
the relaxation rate S passes through a minimum at H = 2 T
and rapidly increases, similar to those observed in the sample
x = 0.24. The multiple magnetization peak feature is observed
in the optimally doped samples 0.32  x  0.38 and becomes
more pronounced in the overdoped samples 0.51  x  0.70.
Remember that the SMP disappears in the samples x = 0.43
and 0.46. The observation of multiple magnetization peaks
was first reported by Shen et al. in a Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 single
crystal [69]. It should be pointed out that the onset peak was
observed and well characterized in detwinned YBa2Cu3O7−δ
crystals, which was ascribed to a disorder-induced transition
from a relatively ordered Bragg glass to a highly disordered
vortex glass [70–72].
Figure 9(c) shows the temperature dependence of S at a
fixed field H = 0.5 T. Again, one can see that S increases
first and reach a maximum at T = 12 K. Figure 9(d) shows
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FIG. 10. Double-logarithmic plots of the time dependence of
magnetization (a) at different temperatures at H = 0.5 T and (b)
at different fields at T = 20 K for the sample x = 0.43. (c) The
MHL together with magnetic relaxation data at T = 20 K. (d) The
temperature dependence of relaxation rate S at H = 0.5 T, which
rapidly increases above T = 20 K. (l) The current density dependent
U at H = 0.5 T fitted by Eq. (5).
the logarithmically dependent U(J) relation described by the
Eq. (5). For the sample x = 0.32, the application of parameter
C = 40 also yields a smooth U(J) curve.
Figure 10(a) shows the double-logarithmic plots of time
dependence of magnetization for the sample x = 0.43 col-
lected at different temperatures with a fixed field H = 0.5 T.
With increasing temperature approaching Tc = 38.4 K, the
magnetization relaxes to its equilibrium value within a nar-
row time window. At T = 32 K, the magnetization almost
approaches its equilibrium value after 4 × 103 seconds. At
T = 34 K, the M(t) curve becomes flat after ∼300 seconds.
For the field dependent relaxation shown in Fig. 10(b), the
magnetization rapidly decreases to its equilibrium value above
H = 1.5 T as the data were collected even at T = 20 K, far
below Tc = 38.4 K. There is a kink observed in M(t) curves
for some mediate fields 1.5 < H < 3 T, indicated by a black
arrow in Fig. 10(b). Above H = 3.5 T, the magnetization
signal becomes unstable after 1 × 103 seconds. One possible
explanation of the origin of the kink could be the thermal
instability of magnetic relaxation in the sample because of
very weak vortex pinning. A large bundle of vortices depin
and are expelled out of the sample. Figures 10(c) shows a
monotonic change and rapid increase of S with increasing
field before H = 3 T. Above H = 3.5 T, the magnetization
rapidly relaxes to its equilibrium value and displays a noiselike
signal. Therefore we calculate the relaxation rate within the
time window before the magnetization drops to the equilibrium
value. The large S values, S > 0.1, were obtained and plotted in
Fig. 10(c). The peak at H = 4 T should not take any physical
explanation because S values were calculated within different
time windows. The temperature dependence of S at H = 0.5 T
FIG. 11. Double-logarithmic plots of the time dependence of
magnetization (a) at different fields at T = 19 K and (b) at different
temperatures at H = 0.5 T for the sample x = 0.62. (c) The MHL
together with magnetic relaxation data at T = 19 K. (d) The temper-
ature dependence of relaxation rate S at H = 0.5 T, which rapidly
increases above T = 16 K. (l) The current density dependent U at
H = 0.5 T fitted by Eq. (5).
is shown in Fig. 10(d). One can see that S still shows a peak
between 5 < T < 15 K and then increases quickly above
T = 20 K. In the samples x = 0.24 and 0.32, the peak ranges
from 3 K to the temperature close to Tc. The fast relaxation
in the sample x = 0.43 above T = 20 K suggests weak vortex
pinning, consistent with the absence of the SMP. The dramatic
change of S(T) shape suggests that the formation of S(T) peak
is related to the strong vortex pinning. Figure 10(e) shows the
activation energy U also follows a logarithmic dependence on
critical current J. All the segments collapse into a single curve
by choosing parameter C = 36, which is slightly smaller than
40 applied to the sample x = 0.24 and 0.32.
Figure 11(a) shows the double-logarithmic plots of the
time dependence of magnetization for the sample x = 0.62
with Tc = 25.8 K collected at different fields with a fixed
temperature T = 19 K. The magnetic relaxation data collected
at different temperatures with a fixed field H = 0.5 T are
shown in Fig. 10(b). Figure 11(c) shows the MHL measured at
T = 19 K together with the relaxation data shown in Fig. 11(a).
As can be seen in Fig. 11(c), the magnetization almost drops
to its equilibrium value after 1 × 104 seconds [see Fig. 7(c)
for a comparison]. Figure 11(c) also clearly reveals that the
relaxation has a significant influence on the shape of MHLs for
the overdoped samples. Although the two samples x = 0.24
and 0.62 have similar Tc (see Table I), a large relaxation
rate S is observed in the sample x = 0.62. The underdoped
samples have much stronger vortex pinning while the over-
doped samples are characteristic of weak vortex pinning.
Figure 11(d) shows the temperature dependence of relaxation
rate for the sample x = 0.62. Similar to the sample x = 0.43,
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FIG. 12. (a) Double-logarithmic plots of the time dependence of
magnetization at different temperatures at H = 0.5 T for the sample
x = 0.70. Arrow indicates the time when the magnetization deceases
to its equilibrium value. (b) The temperature dependence of relaxation
rate S at H = 0.5 T, which rapidly increases above T = 5 K. (l) The
current density dependent U at H = 0.5 T fitted by Eq. (5).
the relaxation rate S rapidly increases at a temperature far below
Tc, ∼ 16 K. Figure 11(e) shows U(J) relation on a logarithmic
dependence. The parameter C = 8 is chosen to set all segments
into one smooth curve, which is significantly smaller than the
previous values.
Figure 12(a) shows the time dependence of magnetization
for the sample x = 0.70 withTc = 18.3 K collected at different
temperatures with a fixed field H = 0.5 T. With increasing
temperature, the magnetization relaxes to its equilibrium value
within a narrow time window, as indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 12(a). Above T = 5 K, relaxation rate S already reaches
∼0.2, as shown in Fig. 12(b). Figure 12(c) shows the U(J)
relation on a logarithmic dependence, where the parameter
C = 8 is applied to set all segments into one smooth curve.
Because very large relaxation happens above 10 K, only three
segments below 8 K are reliable for the analysis.
In Table II, we summarize the fitting parameters by ap-
plying Eq. (5) to the current density J (presented by the
magnetization M) dependence of the activation energy U for
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.24, 0.32, 0.43, 0.62, and 0.70) single
crystals. Figure 13 shows the doping dependent relaxation rate
S and activation barrier U0 at H = 0.5 T. As can be seen in
Table II and Fig. 13, the vortex pinning in the underdoped
regime is very strong, which gives rise to a large activation
barrier U0 and small relaxation rate S. In overdoped regime,
the activation barrier U0 is greatly reduced while the relax-
ation rate S rapidly increases above x = 0.70. Vortex pinning
TABLE II. The current density J (presented by the magnetization)
dependence of the activation energy U for (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x =
0.24, 0.32, 0.43, 0.62, and 0.70) single crystals is fitted by Eq. (5):
U (J ) = U0ln(Jc/J ). The fitting parameters are summarized in this
table.
K content x C U0 Jc
0.24 40 277.1 7978.8
0.32 40 300.7 13829.4
0.43 36 194.3 6379.3
0.62 8 181.8 136.4
0.70 8 25.5 128.5
becomes very weak. The C parameter shows a similar doping
dependence as U0 and Jc behave in Table II. Obviously, the C
parameter is also related to the strength of vortex pinning.
D. Paramagnetic Meissner effect
Figure 14 shows the temperature dependence of the mag-
netization for the samples x = 0.24, 0.32, 0.43, and 0.64. The
FC data are flat curves, while ZFC curves bend down to low
temperatures. The insets show the superconducting transition
curves in the vicinity of Tc. One can see that ZFC and FC
curves show reversible magnetization in a narrow temperature
window below Tc for the samples x = 0.24, 0.32, and 0.64.
With further cooling, ZFC and FC curves separate at a temper-
ature Tirr . The FC curves then rise and form a dip. Below the dip
temperature, the magnetization even exceeds the paramagnetic
background above Tc. Interestingly, sample x = 0.43 shows a
FIG. 13. (a) The normalized temperature T/Tc dependence of
relaxation rate S for the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.24, 0.32, 0.43, 0.62,
and 0.70) single crystals. (b) The doping dependence of relaxation
data S at three reduced temperatures T/Tc = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 (left
axis) and of activation barrier U0 (right axis). The values of relaxation
rate S at different reduced temperatures were obtained by interpolation
from the curves shown in (a).
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FIG. 14. Temperature dependence of magnetization measured in
both ZFC and FC procedures for (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals;
(a) x = 0.24, (b) 0.32, (c) 0.43, and (d) 0.64. The arrows indicate the
increase of applied magnetic fields. The insets in the figures show the
transition curves in the vicinity of Tc. A dip below Tc, i.e., the PME,
is clearly observed in the samples x = 0.24, 0.32, and 0.64.
very different behavior. At low field H = 0.5 T, one can see a
dip. With increasing field, the dip becomes invisible. And ZFC
and FC curves show a broad temperature range of reversible
magnetization below Tc, which implies a broad vortex liquid
regime in the vortex phase diagram. Both the absence of
the SMP and the wide reversible magnetization suggest a
weak pinning in the sample x = 0.43. Salem-Sugui et al.
had reported the temperature dependence of magnetization
at different fields in (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.28 and 0.25)
single crystals under ZFC and FC modes [73]. One may notice
that the reversible magnetization below Tc is in a quite narrow
temperature window. Most importantly, the FC data always
show a dip right below Tc [73]. When one looks over previous
results, a similar feature was also observed in BaFe2−xCoxAs2
(x = 0.19) [26].
In small size superconductors and ceramic superconductors,
a paramagnetic response or paramagnetic Meissner effect
(PME) was observed [74]. For small size superconductors, the
compression of the flux trapped inside the giant vortex state
can result in the PME [75–77]. The PME was also observed
in YBa2Cu3O7−δ [78–81] and La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 [82] single
crystals. The magnitude of supercurrents flowing in the critical
state largely depends on the magnetic fields, temperature, and
sample-specific pinning characteristics. One important param-
eter which also determines the field and current distributions in
the FC critical state is the cooling rate. It was demonstrated that
one may change the high-field response of the superconductor
from diamagnetic to paramagnetic by varying the cooling
rate [78–82]. The PME can be understood as the unusual
influence of pinning on the FC magnetization caused by the
inhomogeneous cooling and subsequent flux compression in a
large crystal, mostly due to its size. In Fig. 15, we show the
effect of cooling rate on the dip for the sample x = 0.32. With
applying the fast cooling rate at 10 K/min and slow cooling rate
at 1 K/min, the dip shifts ∼0.2 K toward the low-temperature
regime. Interestingly, fast cooling leads to a more pronounced
jump, which supports that inhomogeneous cooling may be
FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of magnetization for
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 (x = 0.32) single crystals at H = 7 T in the
configuration H ‖ c. The data were collected on the warming
process. The samples were cooled down to 3 K at different cooling
rates: 10, 5, 2, and 1 K/min. The inset shows the transition curves in
the vicinity of Tc. The jump due to PME effect is gradually weakened
with decreasing cooling rate.
responsible for the PME effect in the samples. It is suggested
that the granularity in iron pnictide superconductors close to
Tc should be responsible for PME [83]. One may recall that
the analysis of the vortex interaction energy and pinning force
distributions for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and BaFe2(As1−xPx)2
single crystals revealed that the disordered VL should be
resulted from strong pinning due to spatial fluctuations of Tc
and it is established at a high freezing temperature Tf close
to Tc [21,22]. As the sample is cooled down in FC procedure,
the screening currents are, at temperatures immediately below
Tc, restricted to the intragranular contribution, a situation that
persists until the temperature reaches Tdip. Below Tdip, the
intergranular currents might contribute with a signal that can
be either paramagnetic or diamagnetic [83].
E. Pinning mechanisms
Our systematic investigations on the magnetization with
varying doping x, magnetic field H, temperature T, and time
t provide a comprehensive scenario of vortex pinning in
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 superconductors. As we already demon-
strate, Jc reaches maximum at x = 0.26, where the AFM
transition line coupled with tetragonal to orthorhombic struc-
ture transition terminates in the phase diagram [49,50]. A
pronounced plateau in the plots of Jc vs H is observed in
the underdoped samples, as shown in Fig. 2. Ishida et al. had
studied doping-dependent Jc in K, Co, and P-doped BaFe2As2
single crystals [6]. All three systems exhibit maximum Jc at
around the critical doping point where AFM transition line ter-
minates and orthorhombic structure disappears. A quantitative
analysis of the T-dependent Jc indicates that the two pinning
mechanisms, namely, the spatial variations in Tc (referred to
as δTc pinning) and the fluctuations in the mean free path (δl
pinning), are enhanced in the underdoped regime, which gives
rise to the maximum Jc [6].
As far as pinning sources are concerned, the formation
of structural domains in the orthorhombic phase has been
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well studied both in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2
by using polarized light microscopy [10,51–53]. The domain
walls extend throughout the samples and act as the extended
pinning centers. With the increasing doping x, domain struc-
ture becomes more intertwined and fine due to a decrease
of the orthorhombic distortion [10]. On the other hand, the
coexistence of AFM ordered phase and superconducting phase
on a scale of dozens of nanometers was revealed in a slightly
underdoped (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystal with Tc of 32 K
[84]. The muon spin rotation (μSR) and infrared spectroscopy
experiments demonstrated that bulk magnetism and supercon-
ductivity coexist and compete on the nanometer length scale
in underdoped (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 [85] and BaFe1.89Co0.11As2
[86]. The dopant clusters on the scale of a few nanometers were
directly observed in Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2 crystals by atom probe
tomography technique [87]. Either coexistence of supercon-
ductivity and magnetism on a nanoscale or structure domains
will result in limiting the mean free path l and cause strong δl
pinning. Ishida et al. also pointed out that the spatial variations
in Tc can be expressed as Tc = |dTc/dx|x, where dTc/dx
is the slope of the Tc(x) curve and x is its spatial variation
in x [6]. In the Tc − x phase diagram, Tc rapidly increases in
the underdoped regime. The δTc pinning is also expected to
increase in the underdoped regime. Therefore both δl and δTc
pinnings are enhanced and lead to maximum Jc in the sample
x = 0.26.
We find that the SMP is absent within a narrow doping
range 0.4 < x < 0.5 in our (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 single crystals.
Furthermore, these samples do not show PME, which implies
weak Tc fluctuations. With doping exceeding x = 0.51, the
SMP reappears. In the optimally doped regime, the contribu-
tion from δl pinning rapidly decreases and the δTc pinning
is comparable to the δl pinning [6]. It should be pointed out
that the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 phase diagram exhibits a plateau in
the optimally doped and slightly overdoped regime 0.32 
x  0.46, where dTc/dx is relatively small. Therefore Tc
fluctuations become small and weak δTc pinning is expected
within this doping range, leading to the absence of the SMP.
With further increasing doping levels, Tc gradually decreases,
while dTc/dx becomes large. The δTc pinning may increase
and result in the reappearance of the SMP in the overdoped
regime. This picture is consistent with the absence of PME in
the samples x = 0.43 and 0.46. Sundar et al. had measured
MHLs in an inhomogeneous Ba0.75K0.25Fe2As2 single crystal
with Tc = 28 K but very broad transition [60]. The SMP had
been observed at low temperatures but vanished at higher
temperatures. They found that the crossover from collective
to plastic pinning observed in the SMP disappears above 12 K
with plastic pinning replacing collective pinning [60]. In such
inhomogeneous crystals, the SMPs are broad. With increasing
temperature, more and more low-Tc superconducting area will
contribute to flux pinning. The SMPs are supposed to become
broader. Finally, the SMP “disappears” at certain temperature.
The peak fields display a continuous change when sweeping
the magnetic field. Because the peak field ranges from low-field
to high-field region, the plastic pinning is certainly observed
within the whole field range. It should be emphasized that,
in our case, weak δTc pinning (small Tc variations) should be
responsible for the disappearance of the SMP.
Finally, we would like to mention the recently discovered
line compounds CaAFe4As4 (A = K, Rb, Cs) and SrAFe4As4
(A = Rb, Cs), where alkaline earth metal and alkali metal
layers are inserted alternately between the Fe2As2 layers
along c-axis direction [88]. In the (Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 system,
our TEM measurements indicate no evidence that Ba and K
elements form an ordered layer structure and alternate along c
axis at around x = 0.50. The disappearance of the SMP in the
samples x = 0.43 and 0.46 cannot be ascribed to an ordered
structure.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have systematically studied the doping evolution of
the SMP, current density Jc, magnetization relaxation in
(Ba1−xKx)Fe2As2 superconductors. We find that Jc reach
maximum at x = 0.26 at a fixed field H = 0.5 T, where the
AFM transition line terminates in the phase diagram. Two
types of pinning sources most probably contribute to the
vortex pinning. Either structure domains or coexistence of
superconductivity and magnetism on a nanoscale should act as
pinning centers and lead to strong δl pinning in the underdoped
regime. On the other hand, the spatial fluctuations of dopant
atoms provide a background pinning as point defects ranging
from underdoped to overdoped regime. The δTc pinning is
enhanced in the underdoped regime but becomes weak in the
samples x = 0.43 and 0.46, where the SMP disappears. With x
exceeding 0.50, δTc pinning may enhance again and the SMP
reappears. This picture is supported by analyzing PME in the
crystals, which suggests small Tc fluctuations in the samples
x = 0.43 and 0.46.
We find that the magnetic relaxation nearly follows the
power-law time dependence and the activation energy U can
be described by the logarithmic dependence on critical density
J. We demonstrate that the vortex pinning in the underdoped
regime is very strong, which gives rise to a large activation
barrier U0 and small relaxation rate S. With increasing doping
levels, vortex pinning becomes weak in the overdoped regime.
The activation barrierU0 is greatly reduced while the relaxation
rate S rapidly increases above x = 0.70.
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